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Feather Friendly® Bird Deterrent Technology is a simple

solution that positively impacts bird conservation, with

a durability and longevity of 15+ years. Tested and

approved by American Bird Conservancy, Dr. Daniel

Klem Jr., and supported by countless other organizations.

Independent studies have shown a successful reduction

in strikes of over 95%.

Our markers make the glass visible to birds, preventing

deadly collisions without compromising a building’s
aesthetics or views. Since 2006 Feather Friendly has

installed over 6 million sq. ft. of product worldwide!
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Installed by Sign Pro
Located in Idaho Falls and servicing the entire western

United States, Sign Pro delivers on its promise to promote

your company with a quality illustration designed from

the ground up.

Simply stated, nobody does it better than Sign Pro. Whether

you're marketing a new or existing business, we begin by

designing timeless logos and personalized branding for

commercial, residential, or private clients. We can establish

your grand opening with customized banners, wrap your

company car(s), then permanently stamp monument or

pylon signs inside and out of any building or office.
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A 2274 W Heritage Cir.,
 Idaho Falls, ID 83402
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Teton Raptor Center
What began as the personal passion of two

caring field biologists in 1991 has since grown

into Teton Raptor Center (TRC), a nonprofit

organization advancing raptor conservation

through education, research, and rehabilitation

in Wilson, Wyoming. TRC's mission compels them

to proactively protect all avian friends in need.

Teton Raptor Center   |  Wilson, Wyoming

The Solution
Installing Feather Friendly® Bird Deterrent Markers

on the windows aligned with TRC's core values of

education, evidence-based decision-making, and

the well-being of birds.  TRC remains committed to

closely monitoring the installation's impact and

outcome. Over time, they will gather comprehensive

information to assess the long-term benefits of

this prevention treatment. 

TRC is pleased to report that the broader

community has shown tremendous support and

appreciation for their efforts. They are eager to

introduce program participants to the prevention technology as a potential solution for

residential homes in the area. The community's enthusiastic response has further fueled

TRC's determination to continue implementing impactful measures that prioritize the

welfare of our feathered companions. 

The Issue
Nearly 1 billion birds die yearly in North America from collisions with glass. Despite being

preventable, it is among the leading human-related causes of avian species loss.

TRC's newly renovated barn, which features beautiful large picture windows,

quickly became a priority for preventing a strike risk to nearby species. TRC embarked

on a collaborative effort involving multiple stakeholders, including engaged board

members, passionate volunteers, and dedicated staff, to deter birds from colliding at

the barn.

“

“

Installing deterrent
markers on the

glass aligned with
Teton Raptor Center’s

core values.

The broader
community has

shown tremendous
support and

appreciation for
Teton Raptor Center’s

efforts.


